Madame publisher

Sen. Ernest Hollings (D.S.C.) greets Nuckey Leech, publisher of the Union Leader, on Wednesday evening at a baseball dinner in New Hampshire. Mrs. Leech asked Hollings if he was upset with her for an editorial criticizing him for "inside remarks." "No," replied the Democratic presidential hopeful as he shook her hand.

Shultz optimistic about Soviet talks

OSLO, Norway — Secretary of State George Shultz, acknowledging he made no headway in reopening nuclear arms talks with the Soviets, vowed yesterday the United States would maintain its "willpower and self-confidence" while seeking new opportunities for negotiation.

Shultz said he had "nothing positive to report" after his five-hour meeting in Stockholm on Wednesday with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko on breaking the deadlock in the negotiations.

But he also indicated the Soviets may be preparing to reopen talks limiting conventional forces in Europe. The talks, suspended a month ago, "are in a somewhat different category for the Soviets."

The talks, called Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions, focus on the troops stationed in Europe by NATO and the Warsaw Pact. In Stockholm, Foreign Minister Leonard Bodstrom said they might begin by March.

Endowment chief shuns quotas


Reagan lifts 1981 Polish sanctions

WASHINGTON — Responding to an appeal from Poland's banned Solidarity, President Ronald Reagan has lifted more of the sanctions he imposed against Poland in 1981, even though the military government has not met all his conditions for doing so.

Reagan will allow the Polish government airline LOT to resume landing charter flights in the United States, and Polish fisherman to fish in U.S. waters against some other U.S. sanctions imposed after Polish authorities declined to retaliate against U.S. measures in 1981.

Shultz rejects Gromyko's bitter condemnation of U.S. policies in a speech Wednesday to the 35-nation disarmament conference in Stockholm as "incorrect and unacceptable." The Soviet foreign minister denounced the United States as the main threat to peace in the world.

Shultz/dded the Soviets as "promising unrest in Central America by sipping arms to revolutionary forces there: "Nicaragua has become a place from which there is an effort being made to export subversion. Through the flow of armaments that originate in the Soviet Union or its allies of the Warsaw Pact and flow through Cuba the influence of that system has arisen."

The Soviets suspended arms talks in Geneva in late November to protest NATO's deployment of new U.S.-built Pershing 2 missiles in West Germany and cruise missiles in Britain. Last month, parallel talks to cut back long-range weapons also stalled.

Asked about their discussions on how to respond to the Geneva talks, Shultz said: "It was not in any sense a negotiation or anything approaching a real discussion of the subject matter such as, there is no agreement at this point on how to conduct these talks."

He said he and Gromyko "discussed many different aspects of arms control, and in some of the talks covering nuclear issues are concerned, I have nothing positive to report to you."

The president rejected Gromyko's bitter condemnation of U.S. policies in a speech Wednesday to the 35-nation disarmament conference in Stockholm as "incorrect and unacceptable." The Soviet foreign minister denounced the United States as the main threat to peace in the world.

Shultz/dded the Soviets as "promising unrest in Central America by sipping arms to revolutionary forces there: "Nicaragua has become a place from which there is an effort being made to export subversion. Through the flow of armaments that originate in the Soviet Union or its allies of the Warsaw Pact and flow through Cuba the influence of that system has arisen."

The Soviets suspended arms talks in Geneva in late November to protest NATO's deployment of new U.S.-built Pershing 2 missiles in West Germany and cruise missiles in Britain. Last month, parallel talks to cut back long-range weapons also stalled.

Chemistry professor gets Nieuwland Chair

Dr. J. Kerry Thomas, a professor of chemistry at Notre Dame who developed important techniques for the study of physical chemistry, has been appointed to the Nieuwland Chair in Science.

Dr. Francis C. Castellino, dean of the College of Science, said, "Selecting Dr. Thomas as the recipient of the first Nieuwland Chair in Science, we are recognizing the very productive career of an outstanding scientist."

Thomas has contributed "in an imaginative and creative fashion" to developing and employing very rapid laser photochemical and photophysical measurements to understand the chemistry of properties of a variety of small molecules and large molecules, Castellino said.

A native of Wales, Thomas studied chemistry and radiation chemistry at the University of Manchester, received his Ph.D. and D.Sc. degrees. From 1957-58 he was a postdoctoral fellow at the University of California, San Diego, and in 1960-61, at the University of British Columbia. From 1960-67 he was a research associate in the laboratory of Dr. Clinton J. Oster, now professor of chemistry and radiation chemistry at the University of British Columbia.

From 1967-70 Thomas was a research assistant at the Argonne National Laboratory where he developed the "shot pulse" nanosecond laser photolysis and pulse radiolysis techniques now widely used in physical chemistry research. He used his own techniques to study the fundamental chemical processes induced by radiation.

Thomas joined the Notre Dame faculty in 1970, specializing in physical and radiation chemistry. He received the research award from the Radiation Research Society in 1974, and in 1979 was a Guggenheim Fellow in Berlin. He is a member of several professional societies and has authored over 200 research papers and review articles.

The Nieuwland Chair in Science is a new, endowments chair by the University to memorialize Father Julius Nieuwland, a Notre Dame chemist who first developed a synthetic rubber in 1931.
The Observer
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Taxpayers in Indiana who fail to report interest, dividends and patronage dividends received after Dec. 31, 1985 may be subject to 20 percent withholding. According to the Internal Revenue Service, "backup withholding" is the new requirement enacted by Congress which elects financial institutions to deduct 20 percent of interest and dividend payments due certain individuals. The 20 percent withholding can be triggered on interest and dividends by four situations. One situation is when someone chooses to provide their correct taxpayer identification number (usually their Social Security number) to banks, brokers and other payers who are required to file information returns. Withholding can also be started if the taxpayer identification number provided to the IRS is incorrect. A third situation that can trigger withholding is when people have been identified as failing to include all reportable interest, dividends and patronage dividends on their tax returns. The last situation that triggers withholding is when a payer fails to certify under penalty of perjury that he or she is not subject to backup withholding. — The Observer

In Brief

Professor Keith J. Egan, chairman of the Religious Studies Department at Saint Mary's, is the first recipient of the Dehon Office Scholarship. Egan's work has been honored in the region necessitated the new office, according to the Prophet. A prophetic voice in the nineteenth century for Christian service to students.

Student Senator Rob Brown

february 20, 1984 — page 2

In Brief

The Observer

 footnote 1

At the class of '84 mixer lies into their second semester of college. Future members of the class of '84 anxiously await thick letters from Notre Dame.

Seventy percent of those receiving letters of acceptance will be men, only 30 percent will be women. An administration-imposed ceiling on women's admissions allows 500 places in the class of '88 to women and 1250 spots to men. As one might guess, this makes it more difficult for women to gain entrance to the University.

But contrary to some rumors, the average Notre Dame woman is no more or less academically qualified for college than her male counterpart. According to Pat Leonard, assistant director of admissions, there is almost no disparity between the average SAT scores of successful female candidates and successful female candidates. The average woman admitted will be in the top 5-8 percent of her high school class, while the average man will be in the top 3-4 percent of his class.

Because nearly twice as many men as women apply in a typical year, competition for women's admission is as fierce as the 70-30 ratio would suggest. Still, the admissions process is "more competitive for girls and we can be a little more selective," said Leonard.

If the ceiling on women's admissions were eliminated Leonard estimates the male/female ratio would shift approximately 8 percent.

A fourth regional development office will be opened by the University later this month in West Palm Beach, Fla. Kathlen Clinton, a regional director of development who has been residing in South Bend, will head the new office and continue to administer the South Bend's development program in a 15-state area in the Southeast, South and Southwest, as well as the District of Columbia. Notre Dame also has regional development offices in New York City, Chicago and Los Angeles. The increasing number of Notre Dame alumni and friends in the region necessitated the new office, according to Dr. William Senior, vice president for public relations, alumni affairs and development. — The Observer
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New hope for Trine

Luís and Mary Beth Engebretsen, parents of liver transplant baby Trine, speak to the press yesterday morning as Trine received a liver transplant from a child in Kentucky at Pittsburgh Children's Hospital. Trine is from Miami and had been waiting for a suitable donor.

Ex-astronaut Aldrin sees lunar space station as NASA's top priority

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Buzz Aldrin, who walked on the moon with Neil Armstrong, says his old employer, NASA, is wrong in wanting a space station as its next major goal. Americans, he contends, should go back to the moon and build a permanent base there.

"The solar system's most desirable space station already has six American flags on it," he said in an interview. "That's the moon. Let's use it and not turn it over to foreign pioneering fruitcakes." Aldrin and several intellectuals and aerospace groups are trying to drum up support for a lunar base as the White House mulls a decision on an expanded national space policy for this century. Some are supporting a letter-writing campaign to President Reagan.

The president may announce the new policy in his State of the Union message Jan. 25. Details would follow in his proposed fiscal 1985 budget to be presented Feb. 1.

There is sharp division within the administration on what course America should take in space. But there are indications Reagan will strongly endorse an orbiting station, which for years has been the No. 1 priority of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

NASA officials, noting Reagan's recent call for a "grander vision" in space, said he may support start-up funds later in this decade for a scientific station program for a manned trip to Mars.

Preliminary 1985 spending projection director David Stockman said the administration wants to add $50 million to NASA's budget over the next five years. That's a huge increase for an agency that has seen lean years and about the right figure for space station development.

Reagan wants to "recapture the vision of Apollo" and seeks the best way to do that, said Reagan's science adviser George Keyworth.

The president hinted at his direction in a speech last October on NASA's 25th anniversary. He challenged the agency to develop more visionary long-term goals instead of just focusing on winning approval of a permanent manned space station.

"We're not just concerned about the next logical step in space," Reagan said. "We're planning an entire road, a high road if you will, that will provide us a vision of limitless hope and opportunity."

The president has been in meetings considerably with Keyworth, who said last September that NASA had not been imaginative enough in its long-range planning. He said the agency should be thinking beyond a space station — an idea in line with a platform to return humans to the moon and then on to Mars.

Some space agency workers have been working on just such a plan, but they have kept details under wraps.

A CALL TO CARE:

Career Planning for a Social Conscience

Peter Henriot S.J.

Director of the Center of Concern, Washington, D.C.

□ □ □ Lecture □ □ □

Friday, January 20

8:00 - 10:00 pm
Library Auditorium

□ □ □ Career Workshop □ □ □

Sat., Jan. 21, Library Lounge
9:00 - 12:30
Register at the C.S.C.
$3 charge covers workshop and lunch

Open to students, faculty, and staff, Sponsored by C.I.L.A and Student Union

Attention All Juniors

Junior Parents Weekend Information

The deadline for all returns is January 31, 1984. If your parents have not yet mailed in their registration forms please encourage them to do so as soon as possible!

Also, if your parents have not received a registration form, you may pick them up in the Students' Activities Office in LaFortune. All parents SHOULD have received them before Christmas break.

Also, if you would like to purchase additional tickets for any event in addition to those ordered by your parents on their registration form, or if you have any questions concerning registration, please contact Linda at 2737.
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Beirut mourns slain university president

Associated Press

BEIRUT, Lebanon — Schools and colleges closed in a rare display of Muslim-Christian unity yesterday and guns around Beirut were silent as the United States mourned the death of American University President Malcolm Kerr.

Police said investigators had worked up a composite sketch of one of two men who gunned down Malcolm Kerr on the campus Wednesday, but sources said the attackers had not been identified.

The northern part of Tripoli, a republic of Syria, police reported four people killed and 14 wounded in clashes between local militiamen.

Police said the fighting was between the pro-Syrian Arab Legion and the Free Syrian Socialist Party, which advocates Lebanon’s inclusion as a “Greater Syria” and opposes the government of President Hafez Assad.

In Beirut, students and teachers gathered on a beach patrol on Sidon’s port area. There were no casualties.

Troops from Italy, the United States or Puerto Rico, look into Army Nursing

If you’re a student working on your BSN or if you

Athlete’s Foot

We carry a full line of Notre Dame 

And while you’re at it, ski a little.

If you can tear yourself away from the hospitality, the romance and the cracking fireplace at the lodge, you’ll find yourself smack-dab in the middle of the best skiing in the Midwest. In Michigan. For snow and ski conditions, call our 24-hour toll-free number.

Cosimo Hair Design

18461 St. Rd. 23
277-1875

New: Regularly $14.95, Special Price $10*
Women: Regularly $20, Special Price $15*
with cornp

A Sportswear store geared for

N.D. — S.M.C. Students

1-800-248-5708

YES! M! Ch! GAN

JUST OPENED!!!

A Sportswear store geared for

N.D. — S.M.C. Students

$6 TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE!

BRING US YOUR OLD ATHLETIC SHOE AND WE’LL GIVE YOU A TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE ON PAIR OF SHOES WE HAVE IN STOCK

LIMIT 1 PAIR PER CUSTOMER

JANUARY ONLY

$6.00

Athlete’s Foot

We carry a full line of Notre Dame & SMC sportswear. Stop in and see our new, truly unique line of N.D. - S.M.C. clothing.
Coal industry hails plant closing

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Public Service Indiana's abandonment of the Marble Hill nuclear plant "was a tremendous impact" for the coal industry, United Mine Workers president Richard L. Trumka said yesterday.

Trumka said the Marble Hill case proves what miners have been saying for years; namely, that nuclear power can't compete with coal-fired plants.

"We can build in Indiana a coal-fired power plant with every environmental control available to it and will burn coal cleanly for about $1 billion," he said.

By contrast, the pricetag for Marble Hill was in excess of $7 billion, the company's own estimates, he said.

"Economically, nuclear power cannot compete with coal," the union lawyer told reporters.

Trumka, the leader of the 250,000-member union, came to Indiana to visit with state legislators and Gov. Robert D. Orr and to make known the UMW's position on acid rain legislation and to thank them for promoting coal in the state.

Trumka was scheduled to meet with Orr Thursday afternoon and the two were anticipated to confer with the Republican governor.

The union opposes a bill pending in Congress which would require a 1.2 million ton reduction in sulfur dioxide emissions, a move which Trumka said would cost the jobs of 60,000 miners and 180,000 jobs in mining support industries.

Tug of War Who's going to Win?

STRESS MANAGEMENT FOR Graduate Students

* Are you wondering how to get geared up for the coming semester and enjoy yourself too?  
* Are you interested in how to relax? When is a good time to relax?  
* Do you want to know why you feel the stress? Why you burn-out from time to time?  
* Are you interested in how to relax? When is a good time to relax?  
* Are you wondering how to get geared up for the coming semester and enjoy yourself too?  
* Are you interested in how to relax? When is a good time to relax?  
* Do you want to know why you feel the stress? Why you burn-out from time to time?  
* Are you interested in how to relax? When is a good time to relax?  
* Do you want to know why you feel the stress? Why you burn-out from time to time?  
* Are you interested in how to relax? When is a good time to relax?  
* Do you want to know why you feel the stress? Why you burn-out from time to time?  
* Are you interested in how to relax? When is a good time to relax?  
* Do you want to know why you feel the stress? Why you burn-out from time to time?  

STRESS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS

MONDAY JANUARY 23, 1984

STRESS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP - You Can Win!!
Student Affairs pizza show promises

Three cheers for the Office of Student Affairs.

After threatening to outline pizza and other packaged foods from dorm sales, the office decided to back off.

Perhaps student outrage from a usually dormant campus made father John Van Waldock change his mind. Perhaps he and the University were tired of the publicity. Or maybe he never intended to forbid pizza sales in the first place.

Whatever the case, food sales were shut down during finals week — when students had other things on their minds and after The Oberherr had stopped publishing. Since then about half have reopened after passing a second inspection.

Instead of ending food sales, Student Affairs has decided to give the managers another chance. Michael McCauslin, a specialist in the University’s Environmental Health and Safety Department, has drawn up a set of guidelines for all food sales operators.

McCauslin sounds optimistic about the future and apologetic about the past. He notes that these are the first guidelines issued to food sales managers, and that he didn’t think “this problem had been recognized as a problem” previously.

Already having seen marked improvements, McCauslin says he is “more than willing” to help food sales managers with any problems concerning health and safety. Such talk is encouraging, especially after the many threats the University has hurled at Notre Dame students this year.

The action of Student Affairs is good news in January, but it would have been great news in early December. Let’s hope the threat isn’t the real problem. More than the monotonous problem and operation is openness in student concerns in the future.

- The Observer

Did anyone notice that Mr. Goodman is white?

The caller said we had met once at a party and there was something he wanted to discuss. The problem was that he had decided to call again about the issue of race.

When I told him that my race was white, he started to chick. I'm glad I did not.

Richard Cohen

The Column

It's too bad what was born was an epic exercise in self-protection. As usual, the black man was black and the white man was white.

I'm afraid I must point out to those (allegedly) black and white men that the color of their skin is as irrelevant as their sex.

Michael L. Brennan

And so it goes

High school polemics: Gary, say it ain’t so

Gary Ginsberg, an old high school friend, is a senior history major at Brown University and editor of The Rhode Island Journal. He's an intelligent and well-informed, but still talk to me.

And if it talks, what then? Gary says so.

“Lay-off Ginz. It's a start. We're sure not going to call him Stu Ginz. He is working to change the insanity and iniquity of it all.”

Michael L. Brennan
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"Pay attention to Miss Manners." — Feather Schlaver 
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Death in the YNJ Department

by Rev. David Schlaver
guest features columnist

Shortly before 5 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 29, I got a call from St. Joseph Medical Center with news that one of our freshmen was in serious condition in cardiac care. Our resident doctor had called occasionally, but this time I was doubly shocked, I figured Ken Furushahi and his family for nearly seven years.

Within 15 minutes I was at the hospital and met his shocked and confused parents. Yu and Mitsu, waiting outside the unit while Ken was being cared for. bunding the reality that those plans were changed forever.

Ken was baptized in Sacred Heart Church 18 years ago, an act of faith on behalf of his parents. When his mother was ready to be buried back to that church for burial a few weeks ago, we tried to call forth similarly strong faith — faith in God’s love. Only God can turn our sadness at parting into joy for Ken’s new life in God’s kingdom.

Many of us only come to realize it is tragedy — but it is never truly terrible. We are the Notre Dame family. How often have we rejoiced in this place, celebrating our common life and adventures as we learn about God’s universe and strengthen our resolve to better serve our people throughout the world.

How often, too, have we shared our sadness moments as a family. We come together in joy and sorrow, sickness and health, in life and death. We believe in the Lord’s presence in our lives and we look to him for salvation from suffering and sin and death.

We truly are God’s children, members of one family. Notre Dame helps us immensely to stay together as a family. When finally we come into that kingdom of light and peace we shall know what it is like. Ken now has his answer. We say it with a whole heart, waiting and hoping for our own share in God’s good time. When that time comes we too shall see God as he. That we believe in, help our unbief. Feather Schlaver is Director of Campus Ministry.
By MICHAEL J. CHMIEL
Sports Writer

Veteran coach Mike DeCicco believes that his Notre Dame men's fencing team's fencing talent is an epee man away from winning an outstanding team as the Irish began their 1984 season with a record of 2-0.

After losing 34 of America's graduation, the Irish are looking for a 2nd consecutive winning season.

"I believe that we have the talent to notch a fourth straight 20-0 season," explained DeCicco.

This year's team boasts extremely competitive sabre and foil groups along with a young and determined epee squad.

The foil squad, lead by sophomore Mike Van de Velden, who posted a 34-20 mark a year ago, finished second in individual competition in the United States Fencing Association (USFA) Collegiate Open held last weekend in Chicago. The Irish, who beat MIT, 5-1, and Penn, 5-3, lost to Columbia, 5-5, in the final round.

Van der Velden, who finished fourth in the foil at the Great Lakes Championships last year, won the gold medal for individual foilists at the USFA O pen to go along with his unbeaten season. He will compete in the NCAA Championships.

Mike Janis

Mike Janis fourth place finish in the Great Lakes Tournament), has posted a 3-0 record this year.

"Jans has been our number one sabre man for two years," comments DeCicco, "and I believe he will continue to improve.

To go along with his unbeaten record, Jans achieved the first place finish in the USFA Open. Finishing fifth was sophomore Don Johnson. Johnson, who has notched a 1-2 record this far into the season, was a remarkable 4-0 against Cornell as he fended with a severe case of pneumonia. Johnson, who was admitted to the infirmary after the match, will probably miss the matches in Evanston this weekend.

Also on the injured list is sophomore John Edwards, 1-0, who was last year's MVP in the saber as a freshman, when he went 41-10. Picking up the slack is sophomore Tony Consoli, who has established an impressive 6-2 record thus far.

Despite the injuries, Janis is happy with the performance of this squad and looks forward to good fortune for the Irish now and in the future.

This year's epee squad is an extremely young group lead by junior captain Andy Quaroni. The Irish, who lost three premier epeeist to graduation in Ola Hareston, Rich Daly, and Jan Tivissens, will look to Quaroni to solidify this young squad and give them his experience.

DeCicco believes that Quaroni, who has a 63-14 lifetime record and is undefeated thus far at 5-0, has the skills to become Notre Dame's number one national champion.

Quaroni, who won the gold medal in the individual epee competition at the USFA Open, led his team to a fifth place finish in that tournament and an 11-5 touting of Cornell.

Sophomore Brian St. Clair, in the number two position on the squad, finished sixth in the USFA Open and was 2-0 against Cornell. Freshman John Haugh, who also placed near the top in the open, went 4-1 against Cornell.

Quaroni, who has been impressed with the efforts of this young squad which is primarily made up of un-
GAIN A SKILL WHILE YOU GAIN THE MONEY FOR COLLEGE

With the Army College Fund, you learn a skill while you accumulate the money for college. So you don’t waste any of your precious time, or stand still while your college money is growing.

To qualify, you must be high school graduate, make good marks on the Armed Services Qualification test, and enlist in train one of several selected skills which will challenge your mind.

You can start immediately growing the money for college. And for every $1 you save out of your salary (which is more than $570 per month), the government will add $5. Or more. If you put up $100 a month, after a 2-year enlistment, you’ll have $15,200 for college. Plus a skill that could help you decide which direction to take in college. And the future.

Pick up a copy of the Army College Fund booklet at your local Army recruiting office.

SGT Jones 234-4187 Call Collect. ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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NCAA Football

Rules committee adopts changes

Associated Press

The Observer/Paul Cifarclli

MINNOn, Kan. — The NCAA football rules committee has adopted several rules changes for the 1984 season to provide more safety for college players, including a reduction in the number of legal clips.

In a three-day meeting that ended Wednesday, the committee decided that clipping will be allowed only by players within the legal clipping zone and positioned legally on the line of scrimmage. The players being blocked also must be in the zone.

Previously, players outside the zone — a rectangular area extending five yards laterally on either side of the spot of the snap and three yards behind each scrimmage line — could legally clip upon entering the zone.

Defensive players also may not block below the waist or clip, even in the legal clipping zone, on any down involving a punt.

The committee also modified the rule on “crack-back” blocks. No offensive player seven or more yards from the middle of the offensive formation may block an opponent below the waist toward the offensive formation.

“The major emphasis of the rules committee’s deliberations were again aimed at greater safety for the participants,” David M. Nelson, secretary-rules editor of the committee, said in a news release yesterday.

In another rule change, the committee modified the penalty for defensive pass interference. Instead of being penalized as a spot foul, defensive pass interference now becomes a 15-yard penalty from the previous spot and an automatic first down.

Penalty interference had been a spot foul since 1961, but the committee ruled that defensive teams were penalized too severely for interference on long pass plays penalized as a spot foul.

Another major rule change modifies the touchback provision on kickoff. Kickoffs that travel beyond the end zone in flight will be brought out to the 30-yard line rather than the 20-yard line.

The rules committee hopes the new rule will increase the number of kickoff returns by penalizing kickers who consistently boot the ball beyond the end zone.

...Howard

schools, including Boston College, North Carolina, and Maryland.

The reason I chose Notre Dame, he says, was that, to me, it was a challenge — not only athletically, but academically — and I felt that I could secure a good future for myself.

The reason I chose football, Howard continues, "was that there aren't many small guys going to the NFL basketball, and, if I'm lucky, I may be able to play NFL or USFL football."

The 6-9 junior communications major emphasizes, however, that "school is first."

Despite his good showing on the road trip, Howard admits that he was somewhat uneasy about coming home to the M.C.C.

"To be honest, I was more nervous when I played here Monday than when I played on the road because I knew that everybody was talking about me. I didn't want to go out there and be the place up I was pretty up for it, and when I first went we did, I was so emotionally high that I think I was a little bit too fast. That the second half I wasn't tired at all because I had gotten used to the atmosphere already."

Howard credits his new teammates as being very helpful. He especially cited Joe Buchanan.

"At practice, Joe Buchanan, who is a point guard, has been really a great help as far as learning the offense. I think that's a plus for him, because it shows that he's a team player."

Laura DeAvery and the Irish women’s basketball team head to DePaul tomorrow, hoping to find a team leader and get back on the winning track. For more on tomorrow’s game, see Mike Sullivan’s preview below.

Floundering women travel to DePaul

By MIKE SULLIVAN

Sports Editor

The Notre Dame women’s basketball team might be floundering a bit after Wednesday night’s loss to Loyola, but, if Coach Mary DeNisanti has her way, things will change beginning tomorrow when the Irish visit DePaul — or else. She made this point loud and clear when she held practice immediately after the game.

"Now it’s time to play ‘Tell the Truth,’ "warns DeNisanti. "The real team leader is going to have to stand up because we need one it’s time for some people to make a move. If last night’s game wakes people up, I don’t know what will."

If the team doesn’t wake up for the game against the Blue Demons, it could be in for trouble because Ron Feorese’s team has traditionally given Notre Dame trouble with its scrappy play and pressure defense.

Last year, the Irish barely squeaked by the Demons with a 52-50 win after losing a big lead.

The similarities between the two teams are numerous. Both teams have tough schedules, both are currently 6-9, both lost close games to Loyola, and both are playing worse than expected. A loss would be very costly to either team.

DePaul is led by senior guard Barb Ataques who led the team last year in scoring with a 14.2 average. She is not scoring quite as much this year, but she is the first person that the Notre Dame defense must shut down.

Ataques is a very good shooter and very often, as she goes so goes the team, "says DeNisanti. “Against Loyola, she didn’t play very well."

Last year, however, it was not Ataques who gave the Irish trouble, but rather senior forward Janice Douglas who keyed the Demon comeback attempt. Despite being a short (5-9) front line player, Douglas was able to get in good position for rebounds and inside baskets.

"Douglas could really pose some problems for us," says DeNisanti. "He’s very fast around the basket and works the baseline very well."

Douglas and Ataques will get support from sophomore Judy Barath, the team’s leading scorer early in the year, 6-4 freshman center Melinda Baldwin, and forwards Anne Parrish and Mary Lou O’Brien.

It is DePaul’s pressure defense that the Irish must beat if they hope to get closer to .500. Turnovers have been one of the things that have plagued them and a large number of turnovers tomorrow would probably give Notre Dame its tenth loss.

"A consistent, intense 40 minutes against DePaul should give us a win," says DeNisanti.

Consistency and intensity have not been Notre Dame’s strongest points this year. However, there are still 13 games remaining, and, if last year is any indication, a slender Irish squad is in a good stretch team. But, as the coach herself said, it’s time to make a move.
McEnroe beats Vilas in challenge match

By SARA HAMilton

"Win one for the Gipper, John," shouted one fan to John McEnroe prior to last night's First Source Bank Tennis Challenge vs. Guillermo Vilas in the ACC. And so he did, as the world's number one men's tennis player defeated the Argentine 6-3, 6-3 before the largest audience to view a tennis match in McBlusa history.

The two top ranked tennis players entered the arena amidst spotlights and a smoke screen, to the tune of "Eye of the Tiger." Once they took their positions on the court, however, it was "really honest tennis," as Vilasworlded it in a press conference earlier yesterday.

In the press conference, Vilas said that that night's tennis would be "more good than bad" for the "Eye of the Tiger." Once they took their duties, much to the frustration of the players. At one point in the match, McEnroe fell flat on his back after prepending to collide with a half boy. He also very excitedly questioned calls of the umpire on several occasions, to the enjoyment of the crowd.

When asked about his controversial behavior on the court, McEnroe defended himself by saying that there are no microphones on foot ball fields or hockey rinks. He says that athletes behave similarly in all sports and if he is going to be criticized for his words and actions, so should everyone else.

McEnroe said that deep down he loves the sport but that all of the reproach he receives makes it "more of a job." Concentrating on his negative traits is a cop out, according to McEnroe. "I think I've done a lot more good than bad for the game," says McEnroe.

Prior to the main event, tennis racquets belonging to McEnroe and Vilas were auctioned. Vilas sold his for $500 and McEnroe's brought in $1600. Each racquet was autographed by its owner. The proceeds were donated to the University by the players.

The two exchanged wins in the third set until the score was there all at 5-5. McEnroe showed himself the champion by winning the next three games, and at Omega watch, a silver plate, and a leprechaun doll, the prizes for winning the match.

Although this was not a pro circuit match, the audience did get to view some of McEnroe's well publicized antics. Due to the lack of experience of the ball boys and girls, they were frequently unsure as to their duties, much to the frustration of the players. At one point in the match, McEnroe fell flat on his back after prepending to collide with a half boy. He also very excitedly questioned calls of the umpire on several occasions, to the enjoyment of the crowd.

Their positions on the court, however, it was "really honest tennis," as Vilasworlded it in a press conference earlier yesterday.

"I think I've done a lot more good than bad for the game..."

-John McEnroe

At press conference today

Rose expected to sign with Expos

Rose, on a Cincinnati radio talk show Wednesday, refused to specify which team he expects to join, but said he held discussions with Montreal last week and would enjoy playing with the Expos.

"When they talked to me last week, they talked about me playing left field," said Rose. "They're a good ballclub and, being a Philly for the last five years, I know a lot about the Expos.

If Rose signs with the Expos and plays left field, Tim Raines would move to right, with Andre Dawson staying in center.

Earlier Rose, represented by his lawyer, said he hoped to sign with the Reds, where he played 16 seasons before going to Philadelphia.

But he said he realized the Reds were not going to chase him after they acquired veteran Tony Perez from the Philadelphia Phillies. Perez played with Rose on Cincinnati's Big Red Machine teams of the mid-70's.
### Today

**Bloom County**

**Mellish**

**Dave & Dave**

**The Far Side**

**Richmond**

**The Daily Crossword**

**Campus**

**Senior Bar**

**Video Party**

**Cartoon Fans**
**Unbeaten again**

**Irish face off with St. Norbert**

By ED DOMANSKY

Sports Writer

The Notre Dame hockey team has been unbeaten for two months, but over the break it still managed to improve upon its already fine record. The Irish now have a perfect 13-0-0 mark after being awarded a forfeit victory from St. Norbert College. The game, played on Dec. 3, originally ended in a 3-3 tie, but since no overtime was played — as is required by NCAA rules — the Irish were awarded the win.

The same St. Norbert team will be at Notre Dame on Saturday night to try to replace the fortieth victory in the series for the Irish against the Central States Collegiate Hockey League.

When the two teams last met in December at Green Bay, aside from the 46-4 tie, the second game of the series, the Irish, thanks to a four goal barrage in the final period, silenced a scrappy St. Norbert squad for a 7-2 victory in the opening game.

Notre Dame head coach Jeff Smith is looking forward to the start of the season's second half and hopes for continued success.

"It will be nice to start playing again," Smith says. "After such a long break, our players are anxious to get started again. We've been working on conditioning and polishing up our fundamentals. With only five days to get it all back together, we've been a little rushed, but everything seems to be working out. Being unprepared and knowing that other teams are eager to knock us off will provide extra incentives."

Senior defensemen Tony Battouda echoed his coach's thoughts.

"The break was nice because everybody is coming back with an enthusiastic attitude," Battouda remarks. "Hopefully we'll get everything back together quickly and continue playing the way we were." The Irish also provided time for Joe Howard to gain some valuable experience. The senior, a highly versatile player, helped lead the Irish to a 76-61 victory over St. Norbert in its final game of the season.

**Hockey tentatively set to be Division I Independent**

Ever since last season when it was announced that the Notre Dame hockey program would operate on a club level for the 1983-84 season, players and fans alike hoped that it would someday regain its varsity status.

In all probability, these hopes will soon become reality as word is tentatively out that the team will operate as a varsity program starting in the 1984-85 season.

Although no scholarships will be awarded, returning the program to varsity status would enable the team to upgrade its schedule and play varsity opponents, who would otherwise not schedule a club-level team.

Possible opponents would include the Ivy League schools, the military academies and some of the varsity teams on this year's schedule.

The Faculty Board in Control of Athletics is discussing the matter, and although no definite schedule has been set, an announcement is to be made by the end of the month in order to give the players and fans a chance to work out their plans for the upcoming season.

**Much Improved Irish hope to end droughts. Villanova tomorrow**

By WILL HARI

Sports Writer

In the past, Villanova University has earned the name of the Fighting Irish past the two season.

Digger Phelps' much improved team has the chance to end that drought against Villanova tomorrow afternoon when the clubs tangle at the ABC Troubadour Center.

The Irish enter the contest with a 5-5 record at the halfway point of their season, but they have shown steady progress over the past few games. Villanova, with a remaining schedule that includes several tough home games against the likes of Maryland, DePaul, Pittsburgh, and Marquette.

Villanova has struggled throughout the first half of the season due to a lack of leadership. The Irish seemed to miss not just the ability to handle John Paxson, who was fourth in scoring last year, but also his leadership.

Villanova's senior defense Tony Bionadio has established himself as the top leader, after scoring 50 points in two games on the West Coast and according to Phelps, "is ready to go it clutch situations."

Similarly, Villanova has struggled in the first half of the season due to graduation losses of John Pineone and Stewart Granger. The Cats are just 6-7 and lack any leadership they had the year before when they made it to the final eight of the NCAA Tournament.

But Villanova is fresh off three straight wins in the Big East Conference, including a major upset of Georgetown on the road.

"They're similar to us," says Phelps. "They're struggling to get going. They have some confidence and I think they're going to stay with us."" When you win a key game, you start to move and play with confidence," adds Villanova head coach Frank "Happy" Dobbs and Dwight.